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I counted in one place, where the train stopped, five times
as many young trees as there were stumps of old trees in a
patch of about a quarter of an acre.
At the first big stop in the morning (Belomorsk) they put
water on, and the little conductress cleaned the lavatory
and* put some flowers in there!   After I had washed and
shaved she told me to come and fetch some tea.   In a recess
at the end of the corridor there was a samovar, smoking
and bubbling.   So we all assembled in various stages of
half dress in the corridor (the general in a striped blue
sweater like a footballer) and had tea in teapots, glasses,
mugs, cups, tin canisters—all sorts of vessels.   There was
great confusion, for the soft-hearted conductress had let
in  half-a-dozen  gate-crashers.   Four  sailors  and  some
nondescript men with lots of baggage now almost fill the
corridor; so it is even harder tha$ usual to get along there.
An hour later.    Bella is sitting like a very fat frog
opposite, reading Elinor Glyn, with her folds  of flesh
rolled over one another.   The elder of the two small
children is drawing with a pencil I have given her.   The
mother (who is very considerate—fat and efficient) is
feeding the child with bread and milk in the corridor, to
avoid mess.   It is nearly 1 o'clock and soon we shall get
out our bread, and water, and tongues, and jam, and have
a meal.   B. major sensibly shares tins with me, so that we
don't have two lots open at a time.   She is turning out to be
a satisfactory travelling companion—doesn't talk much,
reads, doesn't interfere, and isn't too dirty. .The smell is
many points below the smell we had on the way up; but
perhaps that is due to the weather, which is quite cold now.
Evening.   We have had various excitements in the last
two hours.   Water has run out again in the lavatory.   At
one station there was a great altercation from the buffet car
(almost exclusively for generals, for its prices are prohibitive
for everyone else) and some drunks were thrown out.
Apparently there had been trouble with drunks all the way,
from Murmansk, so at this station the director of the train

